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Surprise! The world is changing all around us. 

What? No duh? No surprise there at all? 

True. But that change might be running

deeper -- and hit closer to home - than you

typically think about. 

I don’t just mean talking to your mom via text

instead of calling her, or reading the news

online instead of in a paper. Or meeting your

continuing education requirements on a

couch in your pajamas.  

Technological and social changes are

profoundly remaking how we live, work,

communicate, build friendships, work on our

communities, and make the places we care

about better.  

Sometimes that’s hard for us to see in our day

to day lives. Most of what we see in the news is

about the conflicts, the outrages, the heels-

dug-in resistance, the underhanded sneakiness

that it turns out has been going on for years.  

It’s easy to get discouraged, to see only

turmoil, if not two steps forward, two and a

half steps back.  

But the last time we went through a deep

transition like this, into what we now call the

Industrial Era, people didn’t really understand

what was going on in the moment either. Your

average 1840s farmer in Wales, or 1870s factory

worker in Kansas City, or 1910s newspaper

editor in Istanbul, could only perceive bits and

pieces of the slow but world-shaking change

going on around her. 

Introduction 
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During the transition, we can often do nothing

more than blindly feel the elephant -- trying to

make sense of the direction we are all going

from scattered bits and pieces of information.

It’s not until we get some distance from the

situation that the historians tell us that we

went through An Era, and they tie the pieces

together so that we can make sense of what

happened and how we all changed.  

The problem now, though, is that we don’t

have time to wait for future historians to make

today make sense for us. 

We have a whole lot less time to do all that

adapting this time around, and the damage

that we can do in the meantime - to ourselves,

our communities, even our planet - is a whole

lot higher. The challenges we’re grappling

with, and the risks we are running, are simply a

lot more complex, and dangerous, than in the

past.  

When it comes to making people’s lives better,

increasing the rate of change would appear to

be a good thing, objectively. 

But when the rate of change exceeds what we

know how to manage, the risk of dislocation,

confusion and plain old bad decisions based

on old logic goes up. Way up. And as we will

see, in an era defined by unpredictability, the

energy that we waste going the wrong

direction is energy that comes at a very high

cost. 
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Here’s maybe the biggest, certainly the

most overlooked problem: 

We’re not paying nearly enough

attention to how all of these changes

will affect the places and people who

will have arguably the biggest impact

on our lives -- our towns,

neighborhoods, neighbors. The places

where we live and work and play and

all the rest, and the people who

animate those places. 

Some futurists are working on how this

technology or that will force a certain

change in policy or the rise or decline

of some big industry, but no one is

examining how the forces of this new

unfolding era will impact the places

and people that form the shape of our

everyday lives.  

And we really can’t afford to screw

those up.  
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Fusion vs Network era

Unsurprisingly, this new era doesn’t have a

name yet. Or rather, there’s a mix of names

floating around, and we’re waiting to see which

one sticks. 

Two of the most common at this time are

Network Era and Fusion Era (I like Fusion Era

myself, for reasons that will become clear). But I

think taking a closer look at what these two

names imply gives us an early peek at what we

think this new era is going to be like. 

Network Era: Network- oriented pundits often

point to computer systems, like the Internet, as

the defining feature of this era. Despite

sounding like something you do at a Rotarians

meeting, the “network” in that name is actually

a pretty profound change in itself. 

The importance of networks, as they undercut

and replace hierarchies and secrets as sources

of power and influence, can’t be understated.

But I think that’s like naming the era that’s

leaving us The Railroad Times or the Interstate

Highway period. The Network in that name is

the system that makes the changes we’re really

interested in possible. 
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Fusion Era: You create one set of

problems by giving something a name

that sounds like the collect-a-business-

card game, you create another set if

you name it after a technology that no

one has gotten to work yet. Mass-scale

fusion-powered energy still might

happen in our lifetimes, but the role of

Fusions in our lives -- fusion cuisines,

cross-discipline research, fused carbon

fiber layers in a fighter jet’s wing --

points to the combination of known

things to create something very new. 

And it is this emerging characteristic --

the move to create something new by

combining known parts in

unprecedented ways -- that looks like it

will define this unfolding era. 

So I’m going with Fusion Era. 
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5 Characteristics
of the future 

This Fusion Era is new and still forming, but it appears pretty certain that
it will have some fundamental characteristics that we can identify today.

Here’s the way I am seeing them unfold, with the → indicating the big
transition in process.
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When I started as a city planner, we

assumed that one of the basic

characteristics of a community -- its

population growth rate- was

predictable. We based our

comprehensive plans on a very

straightforward, linear extrapolation of

the last couple decades’ population

trends. Figuring out how many housing

units or jobs to plan for took little

more than elementary school math. 

Meanwhile, my colleagues in economic

development were creating, or

trumpeting, the results of complex

econometric models that predicted a

specific amount of “economic impact”

-- usually in terms of direct, indirect

and sometimes tertiary money or jobs -

money and jobs created by the spin off

or recirculation of the proposed

investment.  

The math was completely obtuse

(literally -- it happened inside a

modelling software that only a few

high priests actually understand), but

it generated, without fail, a Big

Number. 

A specific, very big, Big Number. A Big

Number that justified the thing they

were trying to get.

Predictable → 
VUCA (unpredictable)
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No one, almost ever, went back and

asked if either set of numbers turned

out to be correct.

Today, even the idea of a projection

like that seems naive. 

How do you account for the impact of

a pandemic? A one-in-a-lifetime

hurricane that comes every 10 years?

Artificial Intelligence? Whether your

children will accept or reject the

lifestyle you promulgated?

In the world of business strategy, the

environment we have now and into

the future is called VUCA -- Volatile,

Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous.

Businesses and successful

organizations are planning for their

future from an expectation of VUCA.

Doesn’t exactly sound like our simple

numbers. Or our magic, super-fragile

Big Number.
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When I was a kid, we got our information

about anything going on, local to global,

from a few, highly controlled, long-

established sources. 

The city daily newspaper, and the local

weekly. The three or four nightly news

programs (local followed by national). The

occasional news magazine or Sunday

morning pundit panel show. 

And because the sources were few, and the

people on them acted like experts, and

they didn’t contradict each other, we

trusted them. Sometimes we found out

decades later that they were not telling us

the whole truth, but by then it didn’t

matter anymore.

Today I get my news from 30 or 40

independent outlets, and if I’m not careful I

easily pick up a source that doesn’t have

accurate information. When there’s an

unfolding event, 

I can follow the hashtag on Twitter and

hear from real people in the place where

something is happening in real time. But I

can’t assume that they’re getting it

completely right, either.

Mediated → 
unmediated
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Less mediation means more signal and more

noise. And more challenges sorting one from

the other. 

As a result, trust in a source of information

isn’t given -- it’s earned. If I think I can trust

your facts or perspective, I’m more likely to

give you my attention. But my attention is

always on the lookout for signs that my trust

is misplaced, because I’ve misplaced it many

times before. 

And that goes for your local government, your

business, and your esteemed local

organization, as much as it does for Axios or

the Wall Street Journal or

@guyonthestreetintheplacewhereitsgoingdo

wn.
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Once upon a time, we expected that

someone was in charge and a lot of

someone’s weren’t. We had a book called

“The Organization Man.” We had pyramid-

shaped organizational charts with lots of

vice presidents. 

You didn’t fit neatly into a slot in the upper

part of that pyramid -- not only by

personality or skills, but because of your

gender, your appearance, your background,

your movement? Sorry. Maybe you can

marry well.  

Now people work in places that have

quality circles. That ask them to problem

solve on the work site. That sometimes ask

them to throw away conventional titles

completely. Or work in networks with

people from across the world. Or work

outside of conventional Organization Man

businesses entirely.

No wonder those people get mad when we

say, “We who are your Leaders know how to

solve the problems. Of course we do. Give

us your feedback/money/labor/tacit

blessing.”

Hierarchy → 
loose network
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We in leadership got used to

treating Them like passive

recipients, like people we Do For,

not Do With. 

We went through a period recently

where Customer Service was a big

watchword for local governments

and organizations. The customer is

always right. 

Except when they’re not. 

Which is a lot, because we’ve kept

them away from the real

information and decision-making. 

That was a mistake. Residents,

customers, workers, don’t want to

be just pawns. They want to be

part of the solution. And most of

the time when they get mad, really

mad at us, it’s when we’ve told

them that they don’t have a place

in our hierarchy.  

“Just behave and be served,” we

tell them. And what they want to

say back to us probably shouldn’t

be printed here. 
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For much of the 20th century, increasing

specialization was the name of the game.

Jobs, degrees, responsibilities got more

and more narrow, atomized.  

You’re not a doctor, you’re a podiatrist, or

an orthopedist specializing in the left

shoulder. You’re not a marketer, you’re

the person who measures the impact of

the social media that someone else

created based on a plan that came from

somewhere else.  

 The scope of what one person did in

most traditional-style organizations

(public or private) shrunk, and things

outside of your scope were clearly

designated as Not Your Problem.  

As in, Don’t Go Outside of Your Lane Or

You’re In Trouble.  

Jack of all trades, let alone inefficient

boundary-muddling, were not welcome.  

Specialties not only discouraged looking

for the connections between specialties,

but they made it easy to ignore what

happened outside your space. As a

planner, I didn’t have to understand the

economics of how people make home

buying decisions. As a traditional

economic developer, racial equity and

dealing with poor people were Someone

Else’s Job (phew). 

 
Specialties → 

interdependency 
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There’s an ease, a confidence in only

working on issues that fall within your

comfort zone. But it’s confidence in a very

flimsy facade. 

Now we realize that ignoring the

intersections between our specializations

often created more problems than we

solved. We put people in housing that

was not humane. We relegated people to

helplessness instead of paying attention

and helping them grow. 

We created what the economists called

externalities, and because the water

contamination and flooding and air

pollution and homelessness and

structural unemployment we had caused

fell into that convenient bucket, we could

quietly push those impacts to the side

and pretend we didn’t see them. 

And now we find that the most important

research, the most ground-breaking

solutions, the biggest Impact, come when

people from different specializations get

to work on those spaces in between.  
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The first part of this statement isn’t going to be

a shock to anyone who has read a business

publication in the last 10 years: our ability to

generate value in the Fusion Era depends on

human innovation and creativity, not strong

backs and the ability to follow instructions. 

The second part, though, is more challenging: 

We’re acting like the ability to innovate only

belongs to a rare, super special subset of people

-- the ones with fancy educations, magic-like

skills, the right skin color and upbringing.

We’ve got that all wrong. And getting that

wrong means that we are wasting an enormous

amount of our potential. We are hamstringing

ourselves, choking off our ability to actually

address the challenges we are facing.

Because we are leaving much of our best

problem-solving potential in the back corner. 

More and more, the problems we are facing are

the ones that conventional approaches,

conventional thinking, have failed to solve.

Sometimes because the Heirs Apparent

couldn’t see them from their privileged

position, sometimes because doing so required

new skills that they hadn’t been taught. Mostly,

though, we haven’t solved them because the

most effective solution doesn’t lie within our

conventional experience. 

Finding a new solution requires finding a new

perspective. 

Labor → 
creativity
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And the time has never been better for that. For

the first time in US history, people who are not

part of what we have long called the “majority”

(white and European-descended), outnumber

those who are. And it’s that difference in

perspective, divergence in experience, that

gives us all a change to see through new eyes,

and find new solutions. 

Finding new solutions doesn’t require a big

name school or a degree or a trust fund. Truly

innovative solutions come out of our

communities all over the place, from students

and grandmothers and the guy who runs the

auto body shop.  

The problem is, most of the time those

solution-creators don’t have the support or the

resources -- and no one has ever told them that

they can, that Solution-Creator is a purpose that

they have the right and the ability to fill.  

If we’re all going to do what we need, if we’re

going to live into that potential and do what

the Fusion Era is demanding of us, we need to

unlock all the creativity we can get. It’s not a

matter of manager and proletariat, it’s not a

question of raw materials and specialized

refinement. 

It’s a matter of enabling the unexpected

innovator to create the next solution. Doing this

may be the deepest challenge of our transition

from the Industrial to the Fusion era.  
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So what do
we do with

this?
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It’s hard to imagine how such profound

transitions will play out in the places

that we care about. 

We often feel like we and our businesses

and communities end up the victims of

Big Changes, helpless to change our

course.

But that’s not true.

We can’t undo the biggest of these

changes, any more than federal

governments and mega corporations

can. 

But we can find and capitalize on the

opportunities that the Fusion Era

presents, and we can help our

communities get in position to ride the

waves successfully when this sea

change comes in.  

Here’s how we do that.
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Vague and sloppy, sprinkling about a nice set

of platitudes and catchwords and pretty

pictures and assuming (or hoping) our luck to

date holds.  

Uber-prescriptive, building a castle in the air,

locking in all the details and Gantt-charting

everything.  

We’re used to pursuing one of two types of

planning, whether for a business or an

organization or a city:

 

Neither of these approaches gave us very good

plans, which is why every professional field has a

cliche about plans sitting on a shelf gathering

dust. And in the Fusion Era, they’re likely to fail

more spectacularly than ever, because the odds

that past trends continue, or that we didn’t miss

important details when we made those plans, are

heavily stacked against us. 

Instead, we need to plan for resilience. How?

First, we need to get very clear on what we want

our future to look like -- and what our priorities

for that future are. 

I’ve noticed a common thread in plans created

across a wide range of professional fields: most

people making plans are much more comfortable

with platitudes than with stating a clear vision.

And God forbid you have to set priorities.

Because if you have a clear vision and solid

priorities, that means you have to talk with

people about what to include, and what to leave

out. And they might not agree with you. Scary.

Better to paint vague happy mountains and

rainbows.

Resilient, VUCA - ready
strategy replaces “Planning.” 
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We have to know what we’re trying to

accomplish, what we’re working toward -

- the way athletes envision themselves

making the shot long before they step on

the court. And that vision and those

priorities have to be shared across the

whole community, the way a winning

team uses rituals like a chant or tapping

a door jamb to connect them to the

purpose that’s bigger than their personal

successes. 

And most importantly, that vision has to

express serious, intentional priorities. If

everything has the same level of

importance, then nothing is important at

all. You might as well make a list for

Santa Claus. 

Second, we need to prepare for as many

ways to get there as possible, including

ways that we don’t know about, or

haven’t opened up to us yet. If we know

where we’re going, but our Plan A falls

apart because the technology changes or

the growth increases or the economy

tanks,, then knowing what our other

options are -- and more importantly,

being ready and willing to move to new

options -- will make all the difference

between progress and entropy. Or

decline.   

Chances are that whatever we plan for

won’t actually happen, but if we have

done a serious job of examining the

potential alternatives, it will also be

easier to create new strategies to get to

that objective. We have to be focused on

the outcome, but able to pivot on how

we get there. 20



New systems: humility
and transparency
replaces command and
control. 

A lot of our Industrial Era sources of power in

any organization depend on ownership of

information and expertise. If I understand the

financials, or I’m one of the few who can fix the

machine, or I know things that the great

unwashed don’t, then I have a level of power

over others. And I can often leverage that

power to get what I want.

But the Fusion Era is a world where

information is available to everyone,

everywhere, with no middleman. I don’t need

to get an MBA to understand the financials

when cheap online courses can teach me to

read the reports. I can search Google for a

YouTube video and see how to do that repair.

And distributed information, cell phones with

cameras in every pocket and direct personal

access to hundreds or thousands of social

network members in a second, means that

keeping information within a tight circle

becomes harder and harder and harder.

Despite the intensifying fight we sometimes

see for special advantage or old positions of

respect, the Emperor, increasingly, has no

clothes. 

Secrets don’t hold anymore, privilege is a

flimsy rampart to be bulldozed when a body of

people with digital megaphones or online

hacking skills decides it’s time, and claiming

any kind of special role or access becomes

harder and harder to defend in the face of

multitudes who ain’t buying it.  
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Centralized power structures become

fragile and too expensive to maintain,

and people who were formerly left out

more and more actively reject those

fossils. 

Instead, Fusion Era leadership requires

us to admit mistakes, make sincere

apologies, confess when we don’t

know and drop our inflated pretense of

special-ness. 

From politics to entertainment, people

who are insincere get pilloried and

rejected, and people who are honest

about themselves and their purpose

gain acceptance, forgiveness, even

adoration.  

Sometimes we don’t even notice this

shift, but compare the public persona

and the dark secrets of a ‘40s actor or a

‘60s politician to what we know about

their counterparts today. We assume,

with reason, that the truth will

eventually come out, and we judge

insincerity more fiercely than ever

before.  
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The scions of the Industrial Era, like

the Rockefellers and the

Vandebuilts, constructed their

incredible wealth on highly

integrated, completely controlled,

production systems. 

They not only owned the steel mill,

but they owned the mine, the

railroad and the ore carrying ship.

They commanded every bit of the

supply chain, and did whatever it

took to fill in any gaps they didn’t

own. 

No company does that anymore.  

Amazon “owns” only a small

percentage of the goods it sells,

relying on a broad network of

suppliers to actually make the things

available. 

Consumer products companies like

Procter & Gamble don’t even run all

their own factories -- critical

elements like bottles and ingredients

and even whole products are

manufactured by third party

providers who have agreed to work

to P&G’s standards.  

New Path to Impact:
Leveraging Flexible
Networks
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Among businesses, among organizations

that work to improve communities, and

among governments and official

agencies, levels of collaboration are the

norm today that would have seemed

impossible 30 years ago. Independent

business alliances administer pots of

money that government agencies

received through a federal grant,

downtown programs take over cleaning

and visitor services that one might

assume would be run by the city.   

And informal, loose networks of citizens

find each other via social media and

raise their voices in ways that rival the

best-organized social movements of the

20th century.  

And that means that we need: 

New structures of collaboration. In a

flexible network world, we can become

ossified quickly if we can’t get beyond

our old, inflexible ways of working

together. Legal agreements can kill

these kinds of impact creators by

drawing thick solid lines, locking in and

blocking off specific ways of

collaborating. Sometimes those legal

docs block off an important way the

participants need to be able to work,

simply by trying to tie down a

relationship that has to be moving and

fluid.  

But we can do the same damage if we

think  that way -- if we assume that the

only options available to us are the same

ones we had in the 1930s.  
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Intentional systems for collaboration. 

 Most of our lives, we have lived our

collaborative lives by the rules we learned in

kindergarten: wait your turn, don’t be mean,

play fair. All very good rules. 

But the kind of flexible collaboration we

need to do now requires a levelling up of

these skills. And since we don’t do those by

default, we need to design our

organizations, our processes, even basics

like how we run a meeting or give someone

feedback, to push us to play on that higher

level.

Protection for the resources that make

the network possible. If we aren’t

controlling the whole supply chain all by

ourselves anymore, it means that we are at

the mercy of a much wider range of threats,

from climate disruptions to a freelancer’s

sick mother. 

The externalities that I mentioned before

are no longer something that happens to

Someone Else. They have a direct impact on

me and my work, my goals, my impact. 

The last of whatever illusion I had of being a

fortress island gets washed away, and I

can’t get something that I need.  

Which means that a strong safety net, from

freelancer health insurance to anti-

monopoly protections to flood protection,

becomes not only morally right, but

practically, economically imperative.

 

I can’t help but be threatened by the risks  t

that impact my network, even if I'm not at

risk myself. 
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For much of the last 20 years, educators

and employers have been thumping on

the need for STEM skills -- science,

technology, engineering and math

competencies necessary for employees

working in many of the most valuable

and fastest-growing industries. And the

demand for STEM skills has not yet

exceeded the supply in a wide range of

industries. There’s no question that we

need people who are competent in STEM

- type work. 

But that’s not enough. 

Employers are talking more and more

about the need for “soft” skills. Their new

employees need to be able to do more

than just run a machine, they need to be

able to collaborate, communicate,

problem-solve independently, seek help,

make decisions, persuade, strategize and

more.  

These aren’t technical skills. These are

people skills, interpersonal skills. “Soft”

skills.  

That means that each person’s career

preparedness needs to be T-shaped. They

need to have both a broad range of social

and collaborative and communication

skills (the top, horizontal part of the T)

and some deeper technical skills. It’s the

combination of these, not just one or the

other, that’s going to be required. 

There’s an even bigger issue, though.  

New skills: 
wide vs. deep
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That’s a tall order. And it’s one that

decades of teach-to-the-test education

has undervalued. To their great credit,

however, teachers have worked hard to

incorporate collaboration skills into their

classwork. But it’s often been with a hand

tied behind their back, hampered by

these archaic assumptions that spitting

out the required knowledge will be all

that’s needed. 

There’s an even bigger issue, though.  

A lot of people entering the work force in

the last few years have actually gotten

the message that they need to be able to

make decisions, collaborate, take

initiative and the like. But too often,

especially in more traditional

environments, what we tell them we

want in the interview and what we

actually support them to do on the shop

floor contradict each other.  

We claim we are giving them more

autonomy, but then we subject them to

processes that take that autonomy away.

We tell them that we want them to make

decisions, but we tell them it’s “not their

problem” when they try to do that. And

despite telling them how important their

creativity and problem solving and the

like is, we continue to treat (and pay)

them as though they were automatons,

hired to plug into the system and not

rock the boat. Not to mention the fact

that there’s no increase in compensation

for all that increased responsibility.

No wonder we have a hard time keeping

employees. We told them to have

technical skills and soft skills, but we’re

only using, or valuing, part of what they’re

bringing to the table.  
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Before we moved into the Industrial Era,

most of us were serfs or peasants, only

valuable for our physical strength, for what

we could grow or move or make with our

backs and legs and hands. When we

transitioned into the Industrial Era, we

were still valued for what we could

produce with our hands, but producing

that value required a lot more from our

brains as well.  

So we had to become educated -- but

mostly educated in the skills we needed to

fill industrial jobs. Like reading clocks,

following instructions, doing arithmetic,

writing sentences. 

We said before that the Fusion Era requires

all of us to be problem-solvers, and it

especially needs the problem-solving

insights of people who were left out of

most of the Industrial Era’s deliberations.

This has changed with stunning speed. In

Green Bay, Wisconsin in the early 2000s,

my husband had employees in a paper

mill who had 8th grade educations, who

had been hired because they were strong-

backed farm boys, who were now

responsible for troubleshooting complex

machinery.  

That transition happened in less than a

decade.

We’ve already said that wide swaths of our

neighbors already have sophisticated

problem-solving capability, that they’re

generating innovative solution. And that

the people who might have the best to

offer aren’t the privileged uber-educated,

who have been imbibing Industrial Era

knowledge all this time. 

New value: All humans
are creatives. 
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Instead, they’re often the practical, the

experienced, the school-of-hard-knocks

graduates who have lived with the

externalities of those old solutions.  

But our organizations, our economies, our

business and community systems, still

leave them out. 

If we’re actually going to make the impact

we are seeking, if we’re actually going to

address the messes left behind by our

Industrial Era past and actually create the

new technologies and systems and

communities that we need, we have to

place that outsider experience at the

center of our efforts. 

In the Fusion Era, all people have to be

creatives. All people have to have the skills

and the power to bring their unique

perspectives, insights, opportunities, to the

collective table. 

Not because it’s a nice thing to do. Not

because machines and artificial

intelligence are getting close to making

our strong hands and backs less

important. 

But because it’s necessary to our ability to

find the solutions we need.

Because we don’t have time to wait

around for the privileged and educated to

get out of their boxes and learn what

they’ve been missing

Because we need all the brains and

perspectives and insights we can get. 
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Yeah, but….
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It’s easy to read all of this, and scoff.

Today’s headlines are full of the

opposite of everything I’ve written. I

have a lot of days where I just ball

up my fists in frustration.

But that’s exactly how you know

this change is happening.  

The time, energy and money it

takes to defend the old privileges

and old systems gets higher and

higher with every month.

Meanwhile, bubbles of the future

break the present’s surface -

through trivial things like viral

YouTube stardom and through

world-changing events like mass

civil rights protests and Anonymous

doxxing of white supremacists.  

Folks at the dawn of the Industrial

Revolution didn’t see headlines

about how new machines were re-

making families, communities, the

very definitions of terms like work

and neighbor and responsibility.

They lived those changes over

years, over generations, while news

articles focused on momentary

conflicts, often without any longer

view or perspectives. 

It wasn’t until historians started to

write and talk about that time that

we began to see the longer arcs of

change, and how profoundly,

completely, 1920s industrial cities

had changed from their 1820s

counterparts.  
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Of course, 100 years is a long time.

It’s easy for us, from here, to

assume that of course a 1920s city

will be profoundly different from

one 100 years before. 

But we forget: a time traveller

moving from an 1820s city to one

from the 1720s, or 1620s or 1420s,

would have had a much easier

time making sense of the world

around her than her counterpart

who travelled forward a measly 75

years. 

This time, those profound shifts

will unfold faster than ever. We’re

already seeing more change in

technology, and human culture,

and everything else in 10 years

than the Industrial Era saw in

double that time. 

So we’d better get going. 

The future isn’t waiting for us.
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Della Rucker is a speaker, writer,

content creator and doer who

helps people and places thrive in

the emerging economic, technical

and cultural era. Part futurist, part

grassroots organizer, Della has

spent more than 30 years

constructing new solutions for

start-ups, small businesses and

communities.

Della has worked in economic

development, entreprenerial

ecosystem development, urban

planning, public engagement and

facilitation across the US, in

environments ranging from the

very urban to the very rural.  

A serial entrepreneur, Della has

managed innovation teams for

businesses ranging from start-ups

to established, and designed

strategies for creating new

solutions to wicked problems by

enabling diverse teams of

outsiders to systematically

understand and bring new

answers to the situation.  She is

also the COO of Trep House, a

virtual superhub for New Majority

founders

Della has spoken at more than 130

seminars, conferences, and other

events nationwide, on topics

ranging from public engagement

methods toi inclusive

entrepreneurship.  She emphasizes

audience involvement and designs

presentations so that attendees

can immediately practice what

they have heard.
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Learn More 

The Wise Economy Workshop

produces a wide variety of content

focused on helping everyone

prepare the communities they

care about for the Fusion Economy

Future.  Della Rucker is also

available as a speaker, trainer and

custom content developer.

Learn more about the Wise

Economy Approach:

Books and Short Shots available

via Wise Fool Press

Video interviews, updates and

discussions via YouTube; live

streams also available on LinkedIn

and Facebook

Audio podcast (also available

through most podcast

subscription services under the

title "Building a Wise Local

Economy")

Weekly Future Here Now

newsletter and other member

benefits via Substack

(subscription)

Postings to Medium, Wise

Economy blog and other blogs

Social media: @dellarucker

For speaking or collaboration

opportunities,

della.rucker@wiseeconomy.com
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